
Meitzmeitz Supports Maus 

Mietzmietz supports Egyptian street cats and dogs  

Mietzmietz.de, certainly the most popular German feline forum, does not only have the 
kindest and most helpful members, who voluntarily sacrifice their night sleep only to get 
to the bottom of a kitten's sudden sneezing, no, they are above all the most generous ones.  

Being a great supporter of EMRO myself, I know well about the misery of the Egyptian 
dogs and cats that are roaming the streets of Cairo. Not much seems to be left of the 
erstwhole adoration and worship.    
Cats and dogs have been put on the same step as the gutter rats:  vermin, a plague, a dirty, 
morbiferous menace, and therefore not worth to live or at least to be killed in a humane 
way. In fact, these poor, and former divine creatures perish harrowingly of dispersed 
poison or in incredibly horrible pain of the prepared traps. But even if this fate is spared 
there threaten hunger and diseases. 

It is an unbelievable horror. Nevertheless, even in Egypt there are luckily people who are 
especially fond of animals and try anything and everything in their power to end this 
misery. 

However, helping as well is rather difficult. Items and accessories for animals are rare 
and expensive, needy cats and dogs all the more. 

When I became aware of all these horrid states I instantly knew: You must help! And 
most important: You must animate others to help!, for it goes without saying that a hand 
full people cannot do a lot by themselves to decrease or even abolish this outrageous 
injustice. 

That is why I started my appeal for funds in the Mietzmietz.de cat forum-and the 
response was stunning.  

Within a couple of weeks already I received the first donations. Almost 100€ for 
necessary tests and expenses, as well as desperately needed cat and dog accessories, such 
as toys, blankets, pillows, collars and leashes, shampoo, soap and much more have been 
sent as yet. Many more donations have been promised for the near future. It is simply 
unbelievable!  
 
All donation will have to be shipped to EMRO ( as well as to SPARE ) with the help of 
volunteer escorts. 

THEREFORE, WE ARE LOOKING IN DESPAIR FOR ANYBODY FROM 
GERMANY OR NEXT NEIGHBOUR COUNTRIES ( SUCH AS BELGIUM, 
NETHERLANDS, DENMARK, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND etc ) WHO IS 

http://www.mietzmietz.de/


TRAVELLING TO CAIRO FOR BUSINESS OR VACATION AND IS 
WILLING TO BRING SOME OF THESE ITEMS WITH THEM!  

I would like to thank the members of Mietzmietz.de who donated so numerously and 
generously, the ones, who are still going to donate, and also those who at the same time 
supported this mission with own ideas and volunteering, very, very much. 

THANK YOU! JUST THANK YOU SO MUCH! Thanks to your generosity, many 
animals will experience a little German sun in their, so often very dull Egypt. 

Sabine Harding 
 



 

 
 

 


